
Anleitung für einen weihnachtlichen Holzstern
Instructions No. 745
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

This wooden star offers you the most varied design possibilities: The "starVBS with compartment" looks wonderful as a wall decoration or as a door pendant -
with the help of these instructions you can recreate our craft idea right away!

Here's how it works  

Prime the star with the Paint sponge and the Wood stain. Let the star dry
well 

Now roughly cut out the outlines of the sides of the star tips from the
Decopatch- Paper. Paint the wooden side directly with the patch glue and
put the Decopatch-Paper on top. Use the Napkins-brush to smooth the motif.
The brush helps you to avoid wrinkles and cracks when applying the
Decopatch paper. Afterwards the applied Motif paper is painted over with
patch varnish and thus sealed. After a few minutes, you can adjust the motif
to the star shape: Just glide along the star's contour with a sharp scalpel.

Now use double-sided Adhesive tape to attach the Lace ribbon on the edge
of the star. You can apply the buttons with hot glue.

Additional tip: Use the StazOn Ink Pads to give the star contour. Pull the
cushion along the edges of the star. For charm, it may be a little irregular 

Now decorate the star's compartment with winter and Christmas picks, add
the felt girl and stick the decoration with hot glue. Take a button, stick it on
the middle of the Felt-hanger and decorate it as well. Fasten it with hot glue
as well 

Finally, pull the ribbon, shortened to the desired length, through the eyelet.
Now your star is ready and you can put your eye-catcher in scene.

Article number Article name Qty
418119-01 VBS Lace ribbon, 10 mmCreame 1
745789-10 VBS Patch adhesive100 ml 1
745796-10 VBS Patch varnish100 ml 1
754415-01 Wood stain, 50 mlWhite 1
120272 VBS Napkin & Decoupage brush, set of 3 1
644303-12 VBS Double page Adhesive tape12 mm 1
132824 Hobby scalpel 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/heissklebepistole-a49581/
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